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Abstract— In this paper we present a scheduling algo-
rithm for VLIW architectures with chained functional
units. We show how our algorithm can help speed up
programs at the instruction level, for an architecture
called REPLICA, a configurable emulated shared memory
(CESM) architecture whose computation model is based
on the PRAM model. Since our LLVM based compiler
is parameterizable in the number of different functional
units, read and write ports to register file etc. we can
generate code for different REPLICA architectures that
have different functional unit configurations. We show for
a set of different configurations how our implementation
can produce high quality code; and we argue that the high
parametrization of the compiler makes it, together with
the simulator, useful for hardware/software co-design.
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1. Introduction
The REPLICA architecture, which is currently under

development, is a chip multiprocessor with configurable
emulated shared memory (CESM) architecture [1]. Its
computation model is based on the PRAM (Parallel
Random Access Machine) model [2]. The PRAM model
gives a simple deterministic synchronous and predictable
model of programming, where parallelism is homogeneous
and explicit. The REPLICA core architecture is a VLIW
architecture that supports chained functional units so
that the result of one VLIW sub-instruction can be used
as input to another sub-instruction in the same (PRAM)
execution step. The architecture has support for parallel
multi-(prefix)operations on the hardware level [3]. It
enables the user to access the same memory location
from a multitude of parallel threads. There is no need
for explicit locking as it would be in conventional parallel
programming. By running a high number of threads in
parallel, latency at memory accesses is effectively hidden
by the architecture. Shared (physically distributed across
on-chip memory modules) memory is in PRAM mode
accessed in a UMA (Uniform Memory Access) fashion
as if it was local memory.

REPLICA also has support for NUMA mode execu-
tion, for being able to run sequential and parallel legacy
(NUMA) programs.
At the moment a high-level programming language

for REPLICA is under development and should be
transformed to the REPLICA baseline language using
a source-to-source transformer which is currently under
development using ANTLRv3 and written in Scala [1].
The baseline language is based on C with some built-

in variables to support parallelism, at the moment these
are for example _thread_id, _number_of_threads and
_private_space_start.
Programs written in the baseline language can be

compiled using Clang to LLVM IR and then compiled to
REPLICA target code and tested and evaluated on the
REPLICA simulator. The key feature of the compiler is
the parametrization of the scheduling algorithm. In an
earlier version of the compiler [4] there was only support
for one basic architecture configuration.
The focus in this paper is to show how the compiler

actually utilizes instruction level parallelism for different
configurations of the REPLICA architecture in which we
have different combinations of chained functional units.
As a proof of concept we have written, in the baseline

language, some test programs such as thread parallel
blur and threshold filter as well as sequential programs
such as multiply & move, discrete wavelet and inverse
discrete cosine transformation. We compiled them for
different configurations using our parametrized back-end.
The compiled programs are run on the simulator. They
all show speed-ups from instruction level parallelism.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We

introduce the REPLICA assembly programming model
in section 2. We give an overview of how the dependency
graphs of basic blocks are created in section 3, and in
section 4 a method of reducing register use is shown. In
section 5 we present our scheduling algorithm, and how
the compiler is parametrized is shown in section 6. We
compare our scheduling algorithm to previous work in
section 8. Results can be found in section 7. Finally the
conclusion and future work are in section 9.



2. REPLICA assembly program-
ming model

We refer to a single chained VLIW word as a line. Sub-
instructions on the same line are to be issued at the same
time. In contrast to traditional VLIW architectures, the
sub-instructions can be dependent due to chained func-
tional units. Different types of sub-instructions are exe-
cuted in different functional units, in REPLICA we dis-
tinguish between the following sub-instruction types[4]:

• Memory unit sub-instructions: Load, store and
multi-prefix instructions.

• ALU sub-instructions: add and subtract etc.
• Compare unit: Compare sub-instructions which, set

status register flags.
• Sequencer: branch instructions, jump etc.
• Operand: sub-instruction for loading constants, la-

bels etc. into an operand slot
• Writeback: sub-instruction for copying register con-

tents.
In Table 1 different configurations are shown. The sim-
plest configuration, T5, has one ALU before the memory
unit and then a compare unit and a sequencer after each
other.

When programming on assembly level for the architec-
ture, one has to distinguish between two types of register
storage for intermediate results:

• general purpose registers R1 to R30 can store values
persistently;

• output buffers O0 to Ox 1, A0 to Ax, M0 to Mx are
transient and only valid inside the line.

Both types, however, can be used in the same way:
ADD0 R1,R2
ADD1 O2,A0

Listing 1: Using registers and output buffers as operands

As shown in Listing 1, every functional unit is bound
to one output buffer, denoted by the number following
the instruction mnemonic. Only one dedicated functional
unit type, the write-back stage, can write values to the
register file.

By using the output buffers inside the super-
instruction different operations can be chained and the
output of one functional unit is fed as an input to another
one. This saves a lot of cycles compared to a way where
every intermediate result first would have to be written
back to the register file. A slight drawback is that results
can only be used from the left to the right. Memory

1Here, x denotes the number of functional units of that type
minus 1. For example the T7 configuration has 3 ALUs, and thus
the ALU output buffers are named A0 to A2. The Oi buffers are for
result of OPerand instr., the Ai of ALU instr. and the Mi of memory
unit instr., respectively

operations are an exception. They cannot be chained as
latency hiding would not work any longer.
OP0 16 ADD0 O0,R1 LD0 A0 WB1 A0 WB2 M0
OP0 2 MUL0 O0,R2 ST0 A0,R0

Listing 2: REPLICA assembly example [4]

The example in Listing 2 computes at line 1 an address
by adding 16 to R1 using the first ALU, ADD0, the result
will be available in A0 and used to load a word. The
result (available in M0) is copied to R2 using the writeback
instruction WB2, at the same time A0 is copied to R1. In the
second line (next execution step) R2 is multiplied with 2;
the intermediate result is in A0 and will be stored at the
address contained in R0.

3. Dependency Graph
In both this version and the earlier version [4] of the

compiler, the support of VLIW is implemented by match-
ing a set of pre-defined combinations of sub-instructions
which we call super-instructions. Of course the instruc-
tion scheduling and register allocation will not be opti-
mal. We try to solve this problem by splitting each super-
instruction into its respective sub-instructions. User-
written inline assembly code is also split up. After split-
ting, any dependency graph between the instructions
previously built is no longer valid. We therefore need
to build a new one, suited to the requirements given by
both the register compression (see section 4) and the ILP
scheduling pass (see section 5).
A new graph is constructed by adding one instruction

after another in the existing order and determining de-
pendencies to all previous instructions. Two classes are
used to store and structure the acquired information, as
shown in Listing 3.
class MINode {
public:

MachineBasicBlock::iterator I;
list<MIEdge> edges;
unsigned predecessors;
bool scheduled;
// [...]

};

class MIEdge {
public:

int latency;
MINode* to;
// [...]

};

Listing 3: Definition of the MIEdge and MINode class

The first one, class MINode, is used to encapsulate
the MachineBasicBlock::iterator to one instruction. Fur-
thermore it stores, among other attributes used later
on, a list of edges to other nodes which depend on this



Name operands pre ALU memory post ALU compare unit sequencer unit
T5 2 1 1 0 1 1
T7 3 2 1 1 1 1
T11 7 5 1 2 1 1
T14 7 5 4 2 1 1

Table 1: list of available standard configurations

instruction. These edges are formed by instances of the
class MIEdge.
The attribute latency2 of an edge represents whether

the two instructions:

• must stay within the same super-instruction, e.g. OP0
42

=0−−−→ LD0 O0: The operand O0 is only valid within
a line.

• the depending one has to be scheduled in a later
super-instruction, e.g. TRAP R0

>0−−−→ ADD0 R1,R2: We
cannot mess with the order before and after a trap.

• or it does not matter ( ≥0−−−→).

The information what was previously part of one
super-instruction is only important to such a degree as to
determine how long transient registers are alive. Between
the instruction defining the output buffer and the one
using it will be an edge with latency constraint = 0.

In order to simplify the scheduling pass later on,
additional edges are inserted between instructions that
are not directly depending on each other.

A B C

(a) before

A B C

(b) after

Fig. 1: Additional edges

This is only necessary for instructions that have to go
into the same super-instruction. As shown in Figure 1(b),
an additional edge is inserted between nodes A and B.
This is required because node A would otherwise only
force C into the same super-instruction and leave out B
as the edges only provide a forward reference.

Compared to the dependency graph construction in the
previous version of the compiler, the methods determin-
ing the dependencies have been optimized to report fewer
unnecessary conflicts which results directly in fewer edges
between the nodes. This in turn enables the scheduling
algorithm later on to change the order of the instructions
more freely and give a better result.

2Latency k of a data dependence edge (i,j) is usually defined as
if i

≥k−−−→ j then tj ≥ ti + k must hold for a correct schedule.

4. Register Compression
The number of slots provided for each functional unit

type is limited per super-instruction. Therefore it is quite
self explanatory that replacing instructions with shorter
versions that do the same job. renders the resulting code
more compact. As a result scheduling can pack the same
code in fewer super-instructions and thereby speed up
its execution. Up to now, the following substitutions are
implemented:

• If the constant number 0 is required, use the register
R0 (which is there for that very purpose) instead of
defining an operand with OP 0 and then using the
operand. Hence one operand slot is saved and can be
used for something else. This is applicable whenever
a variable is initialized or reset to zero.

• If an addition at which one operand is a constant
zero (R0) is performed, the operation can be omitted
and instead of the result the non-zero operand can
be used. The same holds true for subtractions where
the subtrahend is constant zero. This saves one slot
in the ALU.

• With the last substitution we might end up with a
situation where a register is written back to itself.
Such a constellation can of course be removed en-
tirely.

• If a constant zero (R0) is written back to a general
purpose register, all upcoming usages of that register
can be replaced with R0 up to the next redefinition
of that register.

To enforce the compiler to use register compression a
flag, -enable-replica-register-compression, can be
used. While at this point the compiler and simulator still
operate under the assumption that we have unlimited
write-back slots, this will not hold true in future versions.
At that point saving WB operations will pay off.

5. ILP scheduling
5.1 Motivation
As REPLICA is a VLIW architecture, the compiler

should identify operations that can be executed in paral-
lel when there are no dependencies and resource conflicts
between them, and put them in one super-instruction.
Additionally the REPLICA architecture offers the pos-
sibility to chain instructions. That means that we can



use the output of one functional unit inside a super-
instruction as an input to the next one. Thereby we don’t
have to wait until the result is written back to the register
file.

When the LLVM intermediate representation is low-
ered to the REPLICA instruction set, the created VLIW
super-instructions do represent the correct semantics, but
they utilize the available functionality quite poorly. An
addition operation, for example, will only make use of one
ALU and one write-back slot in a super-instruction. All
other slots are idling at that time. To make better usage
of both the available ILP and the possibility to chain
instructions, we have provided an optimization pass that
reschedules the instructions, at basic block level, into new
super-instructions.

Another important advantage is that this also helps us
to generate code for different REPLICA configurations,
i.e. providing different amounts of available slots per
functional unit type.

Before we start with a description of the scheduling
algorithm, some naming conventions that we will use
should be introduced. The scheduler is written in a way
that we support an arbitrary number of slots per func-
tional unit type. The available slots per functional unit
type as a whole will be referred to as a bucket (operand
bucket, pre-memory-ALU bucket, memory bucket, . . . ).
A chain of instructions is a list of instructions that must
be scheduled in the same super-instruction. A chain is
characterized by edges with latency constraint = 0. We
call an instruction ready if all its predecessors in the
dependency graph are scheduled. We call an instruction
schedulable when it is ready and all the instructions in
the chain are ready as well as there is enough space in
the respective buckets to schedule the whole chain. An
instruction is emitted when it is finally moved from its
respective bucket to the output. Instructions that are
scheduled but not emitted yet have a special influence
during the scheduling.

5.2 Algorithm
As Figure 2 shows we start the scheduling by creat-

ing a dependency graph as described in Section 3. By
implementation, this directly provides us with a list of
instructions that are ready. These instructions are put
into the ready set.

The main part of the work is split between two major
steps “find next schedulable instruction” and “schedule
instruction”, and a third step “emit instructions” which
are explained in the following.

5.2.1 Find next schedulable instruction
In this first step, we try to determine the next instruc-

tion that is schedulable. Naturally, this instruction has
to be picked from the ready set. Hence, isSchedulable is

everything
scheduled?

find next
schedulable instruction

found one?

done

No

Yes

schedule instruction
Yes

emit instructions

No

• create
dependency
graph

• add root nodes
to ready set

Fig. 2: Flowchart of the scheduling algorithm

called on one element (instruction) after another until we
find a result. The challenge here is, that we not only have
to consider the instruction itself, but the entire chain; so
there has to be enough space in the respective buckets
for all the instructions involved.
A goal was to implement this in an efficient way such

that we can start with an arbitrary instruction but if
find at some point halfway through the chain that there
is not enough space, we don’t have to do a complicated
roll-back of the involved data structures.
Our greedy approach does this by starting with a

resource vector of type struct RemainingSlots that holds
the amount of slots left in each bucket. This resource
vector is passed by reference to recursive isSchedulable
calls.
Every instance of isSchedulable now does the following

steps:
• It is checked if the instruction has to be stalled

because of an instruction that is already scheduled
but not yet emitted. This can happen because of
sequencing or memory instructions.

• The resource vector is checked if there is enough
space in the respective bucket. If so, the correspond-
ing counter is decremented by one.

• isSchedulable is called recursively on all depending
instructions with latency = 0.

If one of these tests fails the entire attempt on the chain
fails and the next ready instruction is tested.
One of the important features of the REPLICA ar-



chitecture is the chaining of instructions. Therefore
isSchedulable checks if the current instruction is depend-
ing on a write-back (WB) that is scheduled but not emitted
yet. If this is the case and all other prerequisites are met,
we save a note that we bypass the write-back and use
the output of the functional unit directly that the write-
back would otherwise have to save first. Thereby we save
one step. If this instruction is the only one that uses the
register until it is redefined, the write-back is marked
for removal altogether. At the same time we have to be
aware of the order inside the super-instruction: E.g. a
post-memory-ALU output cannot be used as an operand
to a store instruction.

As an example, see the code in Listing 4:

OP0 1337 WB2 O0
OP0 42 LD0 R2,O0 WB2 M0

This will be rearranged to:

OP0 1337 OP1 42 LD0 O0,O1 WB2 M0

Listing 4: Skipping a writeback instruction

5.2.2 Schedule instruction

Now that we determined that an instruction plus all
recursively dependent ones are schedulable, the instruc-
tions are all put in their respective buckets.

Two types of register modifications now have to be
applied. Both can be observed in Listing 4.

1) The replacements that were earlier noted because
we skip a writeback. LD0 now uses O0 instead of R2.

2) If we have more than one slot in a bucket, we
replace the output buffer that is used. OP0 42 was
moved from slot 0 to slot 1.

All instructions that are pulled in by a latency = 0
constraint are scheduled as well. This goes fine as it was
part of the isSchedulable check earlier.
All instructions depending on this one have now one

predecessor less. Those that have reached zero predeces-
sors are ready. Hence they are put in the ready set.

5.2.3 Emit instructions

If “get next schedulable instruction” can’t find a suit-
able instruction, there are apparently not enough slots
left. In this case the instructions are emitted as a VLIW
and the buckets are emptied. This way of picking the
next instruction will eventually cover all instructions
because the initial packing into superinstructions derived
by the LLVM IR sub-tree matching only imposes minimal
requirements (i.e. only one slot per functional unit) and
the algorithm will terminate.

6. Parametrization
In order to enforce the compiler to generate target

code for a specific configuration we have introduced a set
of compiler flags that we will explain briefly. Since the
flags are quite many, the compiler is actually run from
a script. The first parameter is -enable-replica-ilp
which tells that the rescheduling should be applied in
order to increase instruction level parallelism (ILP); for
debugging purposes it can be switched off. The concept
of having buckets is mentioned in the previous section,
where the idea is to collect instructions that go into the
same functional unit. This is intentionally built in a way
that there is no restriction as to how many slots there are
per bucket. The limitation of the number of slots is only
imposed by passing a resource vector from an instance of
isSchedulable to another. The initial amount (how many
slots are there per bucket in a new super-instruction)
is not defined in advance but rather given as a com-
mand line parameter to the compiler; -num-ops tells the
number of integer or floating point constants available
per super-instruction, -num-alus tells how many ALUs
are available before the memory unit, -num-mus tells
number of memory units, finally -num-alus-post tells
the number of ALUs available after the memory access is
done. All these parameters can be shown by calling llc
-help-hidden.
As explained extensively, rescheduling tries to use the

output of one functional unit as an input to another one
and thereby bypass write-back operations. Furthermore,
the PRAM model implementation by REPLICA requires
to hide the latency to memory with different access times.
Due to internal matters, this only succeeds when memory
accesses are executed in parallel and not sequentially.
Therefore chaining data going to and coming from mem-
ory is not possible:-chained-mus is therefore set to false
by default. -enable-replica-inline-integration tells
if an inline assembly string be split up into separate
instructions and be subject to following optimization
passes. The option to not split and reschedule inline
assembly can be useful for debugging purposes. It is
important to notice that the dependencies of inline
assembly are actually taken care of. For evaluation
purposes we have the parameter -num-reg-read and
-num-reg-write to limit the number of general purpose
registers that can be read and written respectively in each
super instruction, the default is 32 (number of general
purpose registers per thread).

7. Evaluation
In order to measure the improvement achieved through

the different optimization passes, several test programs
were written in REPLICA baseline language. Even
though the focus was on instruction level parallelism
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we have also used some thread parallel programs as
benchmark, to see their characteristics for instruction
level parallelism. We have benchmark programs threshold
image filtering and blur filtering which are both thread
parallel, moreover a single threaded discrete wavelet
transform (DWT), where our implementation is based on
[5], and one simple test multiply & move where elements
in an array are multiplied and then moved to another
array. We also tested an inverse discrete cosine transform
(IDCT), this computation kernel was extracted from the
Mediabench [6] mpeg2 package.

The baseline case with unoptimized code means that
no rescheduling is done, which means that unsplitted
super-instructions are used directly from the mapping
of the LLVM IR. For each configuration (T5, T7, T11
and T14) we did two test series for each benchmark
program. One puts no constraints on the number of
register read and writes, which can be seen in Figure 3. In
the second test series we limited the number of both read
and write ports to the register file to a maximum of four.
Figure 4 displays a relative comparison with respect to
performance between the two cases. It shows the expected
behavior: When we increase the number of functional
units without also increasing the number of available reg-
isters, speed-up will suffer. For the benchmarks multiply
& move and image blur with limited register read and
write ports, we will still get almost the same speed-up as
in the unlimited case, this is because the functional units
can be utilized well since the data dependencies allow us
to make use of the buffers in the chained functional units.

8. Comparison to Previous Work
There has been a lot of work done in instruction

scheduling, see e.g. [8], [9], [10], [11].
It is well-known that the time-optimal instruction

scheduling problem for basic blocks is for most target
architectures NP-complete [12]. While smaller scheduling
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read and write ports to four

problems can, today, be solved to optimality using integer
linear programming and similar techniques, the general
case is typically solved by heuristic algorithms.
One classical heuristic solution of the scheduling prob-

lem is Graham’s greedy algorithm for scheduling tasks
[13], known as “list scheduling”. It maps tasks to a set of
processors, where the tasks can be dependent on each
other. The tasks are kept in a list ordered by their
dependencies and other priorities so to assign a task to an
idle processor it goes through the list and picks the next
ready task. If no runnable task is found the processor
will idle. Another scheduling algorithm is critical path
scheduling [12].
Finlayson et al. [14] show how compiler support can

help reducing power consumption without adversely af-
fecting performance when introducing internal registers,
that are read and written explicitly, instead of pipeline
register. These internal registers reminds a lot of REPLI-
CAs explicit functional unit result registers.
When it comes to VLIW scheduling for architectures

with chained functional units we are only aware of the
following two, which we compare in detail.

8.1 Original virtual ILP algorithm
Scheduling for a more generalized version of this type

of architecture has been proposed by [7]. The algorithm
proposed there proceeds in a different way than we do. It
is more focused on filling the available memory slots. It
sees the next free slot (both memory slots and other ones)
and then tries to find a suitable instruction that is inde-
pendent of all the remaining unscheduled instructions.
From our point of view, this has some disadvantages:

• a lot of instructions are inspected which then turn
out to have the wrong type.

• it is only taken into account that this instruction de-
pends on other ones, not that other instructions (in
this chain) might depend on this one and therefore
have to fit into the same super-instruction/ VLIW.

Our algorithm, on the other hand, scans through the set
of ready instructions and checks if they can be scheduled.



This seems to be more flexible if dependencies in both
directions have to be considered.

8.2 Earlier ILP scheduler for the
REPLICA compiler

Together with the general compiler back-end, Åkesson
[4] also implemented an optimization pass that aims at
exploiting more ILP. The implemented algorithm is based
on [7] but looks for the next instruction (as we do) instead
of the next slot. As the necessity to manage instructions
in a different stage was recognized, different containers
exist for holding instructions:

• those that have to be scheduled immediately (within
the same super-instruction)

• those that have to be scheduled whenever there is
enough space

• those that have to be scheduled at the earliest in the
next super-instruction.

One can see that this corresponds to the different latency
constraints defined in the dependency graph. This design,
however, turns out to be rather cumbersome when we
try to use short-cuts and skip write-backs. In order to
do this scheduling, a dependency graph was required as
well in [4]. The implementation however took in many
cases a too conservative approach (e.g., it ignored the
fact that output buffers are only valid inside a super-
instruction) which resulted in too many unnecessary
dependencies that rendered rescheduling more difficult
or even impossible. [4] only support one basic REPLICA
configuration.

9. Conclusion and future work
We have shown that our implementation of a

parametrizable instruction scheduling algorithm for a
VLIW processor with chained functional units produces
high quality code for different hardware configurations.
The high parametrization of the compiler makes it, to-
gether with the simulator, useful for evaluating different
hardware configurations.

Future work includes the extension of scheduling be-
yond basic blocks, for example for loops using software
pipelining techniques. It can be interesting to evaluate it
for the REPLICA architecture since the case of chained
functional units is a different one compared to standard
VLIW architectures.

Another interesting idea would be to try to formulate
and solve the scheduling problem as an integrated code
generation problem of instruction selection, scheduling
and register allocation together, for instance using integer
linear programming both at basic block level and beyond.
In earlier work Eriksson [15],[16] models integrated code
generation for clustered VLIW DSPs using this tech-
nique. One example of similarity is that clustered VLIW

DSPs have different register files which give constraints
on which registers can be used by the different func-
tional units; in our case we have the transient functional
registers which are exposed to the programmer and can
only be used from left to right and are only valid during
one super-instruction step. Both lead to strong coupling
between register allocation and instruction scheduling,
for which integrated code generation provides higher code
quality, see Eriksson [15].
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